more successful, revolt on board the slave ship Creole.4 On the Creole, en route from Virginia to the slave market in New Orleans, Washington, with the help of three other men, led a group of nineteen slaves in a revolt that would leave all of the ship's 135 slaves free in Nassau and that resulted in only two deaths, one white, one black.5 Importantly, even white witnesses to and participants in the events on board the Creole described Madison Washington as a man of restraint, humanity, and self-control-as the diametrical opposite of Nat Turner and, thus, an appealing figure around which to focus the public understanding of black resistance. It is no wonder, then, that Washington is invoked over and over again-most centrally, but certainly not exclusively, as the titular "Heroic Slave" of Frederick Douglass's 1853 novella-in the writings of antislavery activists as a righteous rebel, both resistant and compassionate, a fighter and a friend. 6 But while abolitionists turned to Washington partly in an effort to undo Nat Turner's grip on historical consciousness, it was not so easy to shake that grip loose. Just as Turner can be seen to exert a shaping force on Gray's editorship of the Confessions, so too does he shape and influence the story that others would seek to tell of Madison Washington and the Creole affair. The horrors of Turner's ostensible anti-domestic agenda hover over retellings of the later revolt, directing the terms of those retellings and generating in them both intriguing "facts" and conspicuous gaps. Focusing on Douglass's "The Heroic Slave," this essay explores one such retelling and the ways in which Turner's story might be seen to shadow and shape it. In the context of Nat Turner's bloody rebellion, representing the Creole revolt becomes, in part, a question of how to represent the heretofore unrepresentable: noble slave resistance, black male heroism in the cause of freedom, and black regard for (black) domesticity and the (black)
family. But while "The Heroic Slave" is able effectively to represent Madison Washington's heroism and the righteousness of his cause, it founders in telling the story of black domesticity-in part, I would argue, because that story requires the embodiment ofthat which proves to be a legally disembodied, even a gothic, figure: the slave-wife.
In January of 1842, just two months after the events on board the Creole took place, the Liberator published "The Creoles-Strike for Liberty!-The Hero Mutineers," an early treatment that, as its title suggests, lays the groundwork for future interpretations of the revolt as a story of legitimate rebellion against an unjust institution. The Liberators account is interesting not only because of its effort to place Madison Washington in a genealogy of noble American revolutionär-ies-his "perfect preparation for the grand alternative of liberty or death" is, we are told, a "splendid exemplification[] of the true heroic"-but also because it stops to reflect on Washington's gentleness, his "generous leniency" as he "dressed the wounds of the poor [white] sailors who had fought against him."7 The effort to displace the image of a savage Nat Turner with that of a nurturing Washington becomes even more central in a second report in the Liberator, where we witness what is, essentially, the invention of a love plot for the virtually unknown Washington. As William L. Andrews has noted, while Washington's "story seemed full of potential" for the cause of abolition, "so few facts were known about the man that no one knew how to turn . . . him into a hero."8 Stepping into the breach, in June of 1842 the Liberator attempted to flesh out some of the facts of Washington's still-obscure life. In "Madison Washington: Another Chapter in His History," the Liberator makes use of loosely corroborated information from a Canadian abolitionist to weave a domestic, and romantic, back-story for Washington's resistance on board the Creole. According to this report, Washington had escaped successfully to Canada and had lived there for "some time . . . -long enough to love and rejoice in British liberty"; but although he loved freedom, he "loved his wife, who was left in Virginia, still more." He thus returns to the south to attempt to free his wife, whereupon, the Liberator "inferfs]," he "was himself re-enslaved" and placed on the Creole to be sold in the New Orleans slave market. The Liberator's report then steps further into the realm of speculation. The depositions that followed the Creole affair placed Washington in the cabin designated for slave women at the outbreak of violence. "Remember[ing]" that "it was Madison's visit 'aft among the women' that led to the first act of violence on the Creole," the Liberator offers a conjecture: "Might not [Washington's] wife have been there among the women? Yes, and this grave Creole matter suasive force of antebellum domestic ideology and the long shadow cast by Turner's rebellion and his Confessions, just ten years prior, those romanticizing gestures become more substantive and significant. The absence of Nat Turner's wife from the Confessions has long been a matter of scholarly debate: although contemporary accounts took note of both Turner's wife and his children, not a single such family member is mentioned in the 1831 Confessions.12 It may be that Gray sought to omit Turner's wife from the narrative as a means of further stressing Turner's atavistic, anti-domestic barbarity. Alternatively, as scholars have recently suggested, Turner himself may have edited his wife and children out of his story in order to offer them a modicum of protection from brutalizing whites bent on revenge in the wake of the revolt.13 Regardless, the fact that Turner emerges from the Confes-family man but a "noble Negro" who "broke his fetters on the deck of the Creole" and "achieved liberty for himself and 135 others." More strikingly, in 1848 Douglass dares to link Washington and Nat Turner in a genealogy of resistance: there are, he insists, "many Madison Washingtons and Nathaniel Turners in the South, who would assert their right to liberty, if you would take your feet from their necks."17
If in this speech Douglass seems to have cast aside the need for a domesticated Washington who serves as a reassuring foil for Turner, in his 1849 "Slumbering Volcano" speech we witness once again complex maneuvering around Turner's legacy. As in 1848, in this speech Douglass reminds his audience that "the slaveholders are sleeping on slumbering volcanoes, if they did but know it," and that "there are some Madison Washingtons in this country." But although he recalls for his listeners the "sable arms" that are waiting to "spread death and devastation" throughout the slaveholding South, Douglass eschews any reference to Turner and restores Madison Washington to the affective narrative in which he had first presented him, emphasizing as he did in 1845, and to an arguably greater extent, Washington's intense commitment to liberating his wife.18
It is, of course, in Douglass's 1853 novella, "The Heroic Slave,"
that we see his most extensive treatment of Madison Washingtonand, not surprisingly, his most extensive attention to the putative story of Washington's wife and family. As he constructs a speculative history out of the "marks, traces, possibles, and probabilities" left by the Here, then, Douglass once again accedes to the logic that Turner's Confessions set in motion-a logic that compels him to place a "little sub-plot of domestic love" at the heart of the story of Washington's revolt. But Douglass never seems fully able to realize that plot-for although he tries to make Susan Washington central to the Creole narrative, she remains faceless, non-descript. Her agency occluded (she is a "poor wife"), her voice muted (in a novella obsessed with speech, she says not a single word), Douglass's slave-wife is present but largely disembodied, a shadowy ghost of a character. For many critics, the elision of Susan Washington in "The Heroic Slave" signals Douglass's investment in an ideology of masculinity that required the assertion of male autonomy and the concomitant containment of female agency.21 But while Douglass's increasing commitment to such an ideology seems to be at work in "The Heroic Slave," we might also supplement and complicate our understanding of Susan Washington's textual occlusion by considering the representational difficulty posed by the figure of the "slave-wife" more generally.
Douglass devotes the first chapters of his 1855 autobiography, My Bondage and My Freedom, to the ways in which the laws of slavery deprive such identities as "mother," "father," "brother," and "sister" of meaning. His mother, he notes, has "many children, but NO FAM-ILY!", for the "domestic hearth" is "abolished" for her. Slavery has "robbed" the "terms" "brother and sister" of "their true meaning" and similarly "does away with fathers." Indeed, "Slavery has no use" at all for either "fathers or families, and its laws do not recognize their existence."22 Nor, of course, did the laws of slavery recognize the exist-ence of the "slave-wife," whose familial obligations obstructed the smooth economic working of the traffic in human beings. But the slave-wife's condition is rendered even more complicated by the ways in which she exists at the intersection of two fundamentally incompatible proprietary systems: matrimony and slavery. Both systems sought to claim absolute ownership in their female subjects, leaving the slave-wife in a position of doubled subordination that is impossibly redundant. She cannot be a wife, because she is a slave and unable to enter into a marriage contract; but she cannot be a slave, because she is a wife, her identity "incorporated . . . into that of her husband, under whose wing, protection, and cover she performs every thing."23 As these two proprietary systems collide over her, the slave-wife is categorically displaced, exiled from any normative subject position.24 She is thus suspended in a state of subjective indeterminacy that Kelly Hurley has argued is a central component of gothic texts: she "existfs] across multiple categories of being and conformfs] cleanly to none of them."25 As the law over-structures her, the slave-wife becomes a kind of extra-legal, excessive entity; she becomes, in short, a gothic subject. It is perhaps no wonder, then, that in "The Heroic Slave" Madison Washington finds himself haunted by his wife: "She was in all my thoughts by day, and my dreams by night," he tells Listwell.26 I do not mean to suggest that Douglass used "The Heroic Slave" as a vehicle by which to comment on the erasure at law of the feme covert slave. Rather, I am suggesting, such disabilities shape, perhaps inevitably and often unwittingly, how Douglass's story of black domesticity gets told, introducing an unexpectedly gothic strain into a narrative meant in part to counter Nat Turner's tale of gothic horror. Indeed, Douglass and others who write about slave revolt in the wake of Turner face a kind of impossible task. Haunted by Turner's incursions against the family, the subsequent story of slave revolt requires an account of black domesticity that will bring resistance out of the realm of terror and into rational representation. Such an account, in turn, paradoxically requires that which cannot, on some level, be represented: the slave-wife. By recognizing the conundrum posed by the figure of the slave-wife, then, we might deepen our reading of the ghostly shades and shadows that filter through representations of black domesticity in a variety of texts, from Hannah Craft's The Bondwoman's Narrative (ca. 1850s) to Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (1851-52) to William Craft's Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom (1861). In any event, we can certainly make more sense, and more substance, out of Susan Washington's shadowy presence in "The Heroic Slave." When read in light of the legal disabilities of the 200Ellen Weinauer feme covert slave, indeed, Susan Washington can be seen to play a central role in Douglass's novella, marking through her ghostly status the representational erasures that slavery and marriage, working in tandem, effect. "Better . . . imagined than described," as William Wells Brown put it in his own version of the Creole affair,27 the wife who is meant to usher resistance out of the realm of the gothic is herself a gothic figure, part of slavery's own terrifying machinery. 
